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ABSTRACT

What can the everyday worlds of video game developers teach us about the "new" econ-

omy? How do these worlds differ across national and cultural boundaries? This project

demonstrates how the creative collaborative practice of game developers and game de-

velopment sheds new light on our understandings of work, the organization of work, and

the market forces that shape and are shaped by industries in the New Economy. Video

game developers and video game development in the United States and India is used as a

window into understanding these complex issues. The ways in which game companies

work both literally and figuratively, organize work, and the market forces surrounding

them offers an opportunity to rethink ideas about the New Economy. Three years of par-

ticipant observation at a game studio in the United States, and several months of field-

work with game studios in India form the foundational data this project is based upon.

This is further supplemented by more than 45 interviews, internal documentation, prac-

tices, and protocols from each fieldsite. Patent documents, legal cases, SEC filings, and

press releases serve to further illuminate the forces and activities of game developers.

Trade press and "enthusiast" press material is also used as a means to validate and fur-

ther contextualize ethnographic data. New Economy work, exemplified by game devel-

opment practice, is dependent upon and producing new modes of creative collaborative

work practice. The way these practices play out and the structural conditions they play

out within, however, simultaneously undercut creative collaborative practice. The disser-

tation connects the diverse forces and activities – laws, technologies, and workplace cul-

tures, for example – that make creative collaborative practice central to the way the New

Economy works. These same forces and activities are also capable of undermining col-

laborative practices. At the core of creative collaborative practice is the ability and ne-
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cessity of being able to play with and get at underlying systems – technical, conceptual,

and social. When access to underlying systems is undermined, so too is creative collabo-

rative practice. By making collaborative practice the central concern, this project demon-

strates how diverse systems across multiple scales come together in the context of New

Economy work.
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